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Terezín (Theresienstadt), Czech Republic – December 8, 2014 

Small treasure found – 70 years after the end of  
the Second World War hiding place discovered in  
a Theresienstadt/Terezín attic

Personal effects once belonging to prisoners of the Theresienstadt Ghetto were recently discover-

ed during attic renovations in Dlouhá Street.  Shoes, photos and a suitcase label are among the 

objects that had been found. Some of the finds still bare their owner’s name. 

The highlight of the find was a head tefillin,  – a handwritten parchment-scroll inserted inside a 

tiny black capsule containing biblical verses from Deuteronomy 6.

Tefillin are a set of prayer capsules that religious Jewish men wear during morning prayers. One 

is worn on the forehead, while the other is wrapped upon the upper arm. 

A devout Jew probably brought the tefillin with him into the ghetto as one of his most prized pos-

sessions.

The owners of the building at Dlouhá Street, who have asked to remain anonymous, discovered 

some of the objects while replacing a roof truss in their attic. In their view, the way that the objects 

were concealed under the beams indicates the great importance that the prisoners gave in hiding 

their possessions. The couple is eager to find out more about the background of these objects 

and the fate which might have befallen their owner. 

The unexpected finds such as these suggest that an abundance of precious legacies from the 

ghetto period are still waiting to be discovered in buildings throughout Terezin. 

The building on Dlouhá was used to house Jewish prisoners from 1942 – 1945.

The photos presented online will soon be supplemented with additional background information.
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The project

“Ghetto Theresienstadt 1941–1945 - Material Evidence and Traces“ was initiated in May 2012. 

Since May 2014 it has received support from the German Federal Cultural Foundation, the Re-

membrance, Responsibility and Future Foundation, the Prague-based German-Czech Future 

Fund as well as other partners in Germany and Czech Republic. 

Project management is led by Uta Fischer of Büro WILDFISCH, Berlin, on behalf of the Associati-

on of Friends and Sponsors of Theresienstadt.
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Oliver Bradley

Fon:  +49 (0) 30 – 23 63 64 80

E-Mail:  presse@ghettospuren.de
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News editors 

Photos are available for download at www.ghettospuren.de/presse
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